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Whatever his restless spirit was seeking, Paul Gauguin 
did not seem to �nd it. Prior to an unsuccessful suicide 
attempt he produced his famous allegorical painting 
entitled, ‘Where do we come from? What are we? Where 
are we going?’ These are fundamental questions to which 
Gauguin did not appear to �nd satisfactory answers.

The Bible is the only source available to people 
who want meaningful answers to such questions. 
To the question ‘Where do we come from?’ the Bible 
tells us that human beings are a special creation
 of God; created to share intimate companionship  

with their creator (1). Any explanation short of this 
leaves the questioner with the alternative that he 
or she is the product of blind chance, cast adrift in 
a soulless universe. 

The Biblical answer is that we are seekers. It tells us 
that God, having created humankind and dispersed 
them throughout the earth, wants people to seek 
him, reach out for him and �nd him (2). For only in 
their creator can people �nd the true inner peace 
that seemed to elude Gauguin.

The French Post-Impressionist painter Paul Gauguin was a man of restless spirit. 
• At the age of 17 he went to sea, but returned to Paris in 1871 where he became a successful stockbroker. 
• By 1883 he was already exhibiting his own paintings and determined to devote himself entirely to art. 
• He subsequently left his wife and 5 children, moving to Brittany to concentrate on painting. 
• He then travelled to Martinique and from there to Tahiti, and then the Marquesas Islands.

This question is about our �nal destiny. The Bible is 
clear that there is an existence beyond this life, but 
presents two possibilities. The alternatives are stark 
and are determined by our response to the cross of 
Christ. 

 ‘For the message of the cross is foolishness to those
 who are perishing, but to us who are being saved it
 is the power of God.’  (3).

Why is the Cross of Jesus so crucial? It’s because it 
was there that God’s Son died in your place, taking 
the judgement of God that was coming to you.

 ‘Once you were alienated from God and were enemies
  in your minds because of your evil behaviour. But now
  he has reconciled you by Christ’s physical body
 through death to present you holy in his sight,
 without blemish and free from accusation.’ (4).

To think of the Lord Jesus’ death and its signi�cance 
as something foolish is to ignore God’s love for you, 
expressed at a painful cost to Him. It is better to 
accept the reconciliation that God o�ers through 
the Cross, and be sure of eternal life.
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References in the lea�et are from the Bible:
(1). Genesis chapter 2 verses 4 -25.
(2). Acts chapter 17 verses 26 - 28.
(3). 1 Corinthians chapter 1 verse 18.
(4). Colossians chapter 1verses 21 and 22.
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